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Introduction: Significant morbidity and mortality is seen 
with high volume burn resuscitations. Surpassing the Ivy 
Index, defined as 250 milliliters/kilogram (ml/kg), has been 
correlated with increased incidence of complications such as 
abdominal compartment syndrome. Cognizance of factors 
contributing to over-resuscitation can help optimize fluid ad-
ministration strategies to minimize associated morbidity.
Methods: A single-center Quality Improvement review was 
performed of all adult (age ≧ 18 years) burn-injured patients 
presenting to a major metropolitan burn center with burns 
≧ 20% total body surface area (TBSA) between 12/2020-
8/2021. Those not surviving the first 24 hours were excluded. 
Patient demographics and injury characteristics were col-
lected, and resuscitation volumes and timing were recorded 
prospectively. Patients were categorized by whether their ini-
tial 24-hour intake exceeded their Ivy Index, and groups were 
compared to assess factors associated with over-resuscitation.
Results: During the study period 11 patients met in-
clusion criteria, and one early mortality was excluded. 
Patients were predominantly male (70.0%), with mean age 
49.9±17.4 years. Burns were primarily due to flame injury, 
with mean TBSA 41.4±18.6%. Patients required resuscita-
tion volumes of 5.9±1.7 ml/kg/TBSA%, with half surpassing 
their Ivy Index in the first 24 hours. These patients had 
larger burns (55.1±17.0% v. 27.7±5.1%) with a significantly 
higher third degree component (41.4±15.8% v. 15.4±15.2%, 
p = 0.029). None had diagnosed inhalation injury, and none 
required abdominal decompression for resuscitation-related 
compartment syndrome. Observed mortality rate was 
30.0%. Patients resuscitating beyond their Ivy Index had sig-
nificantly higher hourly urine output rates (0.96 v. 0.52 ml/
kg, p  =  0.024), and hourly urine output was significantly 
higher among non-survivors as compared to survivors (1.10 
v. 0.60 ml/kg, p = 0.033).
Conclusions: Patients with severe burn injury are at high risk 
for over-resuscitation and associated complications. While 
traditional teaching instructs a goal of hourly urine output of 
0.5-1.0 ml/kg, our study shows that patients resuscitated on 
the higher end of this range were significantly more likely to 
surpass their Ivy Index and less likely to survive.
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Introduction: Burn patients are extremely vulnerable to 
hospital acquired infections, some of which may originate 
from environmental surfaces. Enhanced cleaning practices 
of surfaces varies from hospital to hospital. In a burn unit, 
patients are frequently exposed to multiple environments in-
cluding the patient room, hydrotherapy and treatment rooms 
(treatment spaces), and the operating room. We sought to 
evaluate the efficacy of current protocols, including standard 
cleaning (SC) and cleaning with ultraviolet light application 
(C+UV) in the patient rooms and treatment spaces, and 
compare to a novel Hybrid Hydrogen Peroxide (HHP) fog-
ging system in the patient rooms. 
Methods: This study was conducted at a regional 12-bed 
verified adult and pediatric burn center that functions as an 
intensive care unit and step-down unit, where patients stay 
during their entire admission. Data from December 2020 
to June 2021 was collected from rooms following 17 pa-
tient discharges with a minimum of a 2-week hospital stay. 
Data was collected from 5 preset locations in the patient 
rooms following either SC or C+UV and after HHP fogging. 
Baseline data was also collected from 20 preset locations in 
the treatment spaces following SC and C+UV. Quantitative 
and qualitative counts (aerobic colony county [ACC], aden-
osine triphosphate [ATP]), hydrogen peroxide chemical 
indicators (CIs) and bacterial spore biological indicators 
(G. stearothermophilus 1x106 spores) were measured.
Results: No statistically significant difference between SC 
and C+UV was seen (mean ACC 7.16 and 6.35 respectively; 
p=0.186). ACC levels were reduced following HHP fogging 
demonstrating a 98% improvement over SC and C+UV 
(mean ACC 0.14; p< 0.0001). ATP demonstrated an 88% re-
duction after HHP fog without manual cleaning. Biological 
indicators confirmed a 1x106 reduction of bacterial spores, and 
CIs verified a thorough migration of HHP fog throughout the 
patient room. Baseline sampling of the treatment spaces fol-
lowing SC and C+UV resulted in a range of 0-70 ACC over 
38 swabbed locations, consistent with ACC levels measured in 
patient rooms (range 0-153). An industry-known location for 
high bioburden, one sink backsplash swabbed on two separate 
occasions resulted in >5,700 ACC.
Conclusions: In patient rooms, HHP fogging resulted in a 
significant reduction in ACC compared to current protocols 
of SC and C+UV. Baseline sampling of the treatment spaces 
resulted in ACC levels similar or greater in range to those 
seen in the patient room, indicating a similar reduction in 
bioburden levels could be achieved through implementation 
of HHP fogging. The efficacy and feasibility of HHP fogging 
in a patient room setting within a burn unit suggests that a 
protocol for the use of HHP fogging for treatment spaces will 
likewise be beneficial.


